
Advisory Committee Meeting, December 15, 1960, 9:30 a.m .
•

~rUmbaUgh -(Introduced Buchanan.

\

I

Called on Kelley to introduce

architects. Introductory remarks. Called on Dr. CUlpepper. )

Culpepper - We have been moving forward 0n all fronts. Legislative

caucus vas held 1n Boca Raton. palm Beach County Resources Develop

ment Board and the 1164 11 Club have been working hard on the project.

Invited the LegiSla~ to spend the week end at the Boca Raton

Club. Shown site of the new university by helicopter flight. I

made ~ report on educational needs of higher education, and, of

course, I had to mention Boca Raton. Had a meeting of the Board

of Control in Miami on Dec. 10. Mr. Buchanan was the host. BUdgets

have been put 1n final order and are in the hands of the Budget

Commission.

Buchanan - I am very happy to be here. Mr. Daniel was impressed

by last meeting. (Beatnik Joke and football story.)

Brumbaugh - We will turn first of all to a report on

campus Pla~(called on Kelley to speak for the architects~

Kelley - I want to first explain that the brochure that I have

placed 1n your hands represents

which have been discussed. We

which you may look at. It has

space stud1.ee and place relationships
IV

have/table modell in 3 d~mensions

~n it for both the first and

second biennium. I am going to ask Mr. Fearney to lead the dis

cussion on this. I would like first to show our associates the

land-use plan and explain it to them briefly.

Fearn!y - (EXPlained land use and s;- Explained

instructional area) Student will study ~~~~.~.~~The library is

the heart of the campus.
IN, J-.,...

Carpenter - discussed providing maXi~Ss to the books.

Library on f1rst deck would be undergraduate as:l!6Z and would tie

in with the general educ~tion program. Upper decks are those with
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less trafflc. Administrative officesjon the up er deck.
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Folger - Where are the
;-r

carpenter - One ls~the

reading rooms,Ray?

~ area and in the stack areas.

The TV studio and student projects buildings are ~ instructional

materials production center.

»rumbaugh - I assume that some of this space would serve as the library

for the crea~lve arts.
1\, f.''''

FearDe~ - This 1s created, should be put to some use.

{\ 'kumbau§h - ~ ~. r<'~ J-.< 7-.~ ~~ 1:;,
~k.~~.

CUlpeooer - Words you use to describe these buildings should be

thought through very carefully. I think we should give a great

deal of careful thought to the descriptions of these buildings.

Buchanan - I have been hearing about the year 197Q and I am

wondering what we will be doing in 1980, '90, and 2000 if any of

us are around.

~qJJlbelllith - I don I t \'1orry about that.

Culpepper - This is where the village concept comes in. These

will emerge on demonstrated need.

Fearney - We have designed our buildings so as not to e~+~"1r

the future development.

Culpepper - I understand you are designing these buildings in a.
~lexible way so purposes of buildings might be changed if it is

ever necessary.

Fearney - They are somewhat fleXible.

Culpepper - In the planning it is felt that there should not be a

whole station for each student at one time.

-
where would 30 miles south take you?
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Fearney - Above Palm Beach and below Ft. Lauderdale.

Culpepper - I think there is another element that should be

in there. You need to plan time. You can go onto the expressway

in Hollywood and come in fairly rapidly. My guess is you could

include Hollywood as well as Ft. Lauderdale.

Buchanan - I am think~bout a park and ride service from Dade

County.

Fearney - I think we have to come to this thinking. We must

think of the traffic involved.

Jee - A question brought up in the Junior college group was that

students from the Dade County area might rather live in dormitories

than fight the traffic.

Phillips - How many of the commuting students would have office

space?

Kel~ - I believe that the plan was for all commuting students to

have such space ultimately.

Culpepper - For each student in residence we have been saying there

would be two commuters. The design is flexible and can be rearranged

if the ratio changes.

PhilllRS - I am concerned about rooms for 10,000 students.

Folger - Ie it expected that the towers would be self-amortized?

(rearne - ene half from Sbte funds and one half amortized.)

Carpenter - I think the architects have accepted a challenge in-
providing this variety of space.

Culpepper - Some of these administrators are probably shuddering.

The space ~ght be readjusted if it proves to be impossible.

Brumbaugh - we discussed a host-guest arrangement. Then we discussed

something in the nature of a student office bUilding where commuters

might study. This emerged out of these ideas. I think this arrange
ment would be on trial for sometime and somethiug different might
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emerge to meet the needs, or ~ it might work 50 well that we will

want tooontinue it. If it Just does not seem to work, the rooms

can be converted into dormitory rooms and faculty offices.

Culpepper- You are not permanently committed necessarily.

Kelley - Studies could accommodate 4 desks if necessary.

Folger - This night not be educationally sound.

Brumbaugh - Students cannot spend full-time 1n these rooms. It-
might be possible to put students in an office ~n such a way that

their staggered schedule would keep then all from being there ~t

once.

Fearney - We may have to divide the week or diVide the days ~ ~

we are trying to do so many things with this construction.

Carpenter - we think a student will spend perhaps 75% of his time 

XXX not under the supervision of a faculty member.

BREAK

Brumbaugh - You have got something of an overview of the general

plan,relatlonships, size of buildings, etc. At the same time we

have taken a first look at the insides and the use that has been

made of space. I would like now to look at some of the details .
•These are plans that can be scrapped or modified.

Architect - Is there a program allocated to each one of these

buildings?

Brumbaugh - We have been confronted with the peculiar duty of making

general plans for the Legislature before we could make specific

plans for the program. The details of the program are still to be

developed.

Stetson - Some of us are not aware of what colleges or major

educational areas will be involved.

~-we would have creative arts--music, drama, arts; Humanities--

\ literature, philosophy; Social sclence--social anthropology, etc ..
J
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Natural Bciences--physics, chemistry, math, etc. Related to this

there 1s conceived as evolving a series of institutes such as an

lnst! tute of educational development, "test1ngj student personnel.
Another 9jr

I~ tRO institute 1s one,on economic development.~Aiel\'wouldinvolve

some of the things 1n a business school. Another would be an

institute on government. In the first round we are rather thinking

of combining some of the courses which normally fall into these

conventional schools without having a fUll-fledged institute within

the divisions. We can train professional people without actually

having an institute, school, or college of education. This at the

beginning is a Junior-senior level institution. Work of the first 't1lJo '-/&ts
will be taken in the Junior colleges. There will not be a graduate

school at the beginning. There may be some provision for a three

year program at the upper level.

Culpepper - Another thing which ties to this is the trimester plan

WhiCh(~O~ld teach 3 terms a year. And if we add another year of
" ....ad

work, it could be completed in 2{Years.

Folger - I would like to ask another general question. How much

of this could be

.Kelley - We have

bUilt With the $8,000,000?

~~~t8borderline . on this. We think we could get

the main complex plus one office building.

Brumbaugh - If the first complex could be
by Jan. 1964

ready/it would give us

a chance to give this a trial X run with students. ,
Chauncey - It seems to me to be well to proceed With the dormitor~

since they are self-liquidating.

Brumbaugh - We might have to start With fewer students.

,Turck - I think this program will attract students from allover

the nation, and we should provide for them.

Qhauncel - Do you have dormitories at South Florida?

Mayhew - About 80% are Florida Students. We have demand for dormitories.
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Some people from Clearwater and St. Pete have found commuting so

difficult they have moved over to Temple Terrace.

Phillips - I think it is highly i~portant that we have ~16~ fk~5;~
representation of all these units including a dormitory at the

beginning or you will not be able to evaluate the whole education~l

program.

Campbell - I would like to see some residential facilities at the

-

outset. It seems very desirable to me.
1."'<-

~ayhew - I would~to back up President Campbell's remarks by saying

many of the Tampa people would like to have facilities on the

campus.

Campbell - Our experience on this campus 1s gooc example. We

~ave had students right in Tallahassee who claim ~~have a right

to live in the dor~itory.

Brumbaugh - Mr. Stetson
-

yesterday that there

would be little rental space available 1n the Boca Raton area for

students.

Campbell ~ An increasingly large percentage of male students 1n

the nation are marled students. There 1s nothing we can do about

it. It 1s a problem we have, and it 1s a very pressing one.

Brumbaugh_- In the $8,500,000 there is notling for housing of

married students or faculty.

Kelley - We have a large ~rea 1n the eastern part of the campus for

for industrial purposes now. It

The ti e teble~ revenue cc rf,+"ca:t-~
1'5 used

arises.

have been reedy for 6 on hs ~~ore action
/0-1 11~ be<l'nVliY\i

I doubt that we can have 1t ready/under these1can be taken.

housing, bU~ of it

1s reserve ~ the need
1-5

+~l 8 so long that plans

circwnstances.
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Brumbaugh - We have the problem of how do we use $8,500,000 to the

best advantage.

Culpepper - We are faced with the fact that July 1, 1961 is the

earliest date we can talk to anyone about a dormitory.

Campbell - I think we should include it in our plans and move as

soon as possible on getting the dorm1tor~eB.

Wright - Is there a statistic on the number of married students

in the nation?

Culpepper - It runs about 20-251.

Ph1111ps.- I know one institution which bUilt a dormitory for
.,0(

married students and it isAunoccuPied. I that we should emphasize

the importance of this dormitory in relation to the total educational

program.

Chauncey - I can imagine that when the new president 1s chosen he-
might wish to change the pogram a little and this might call for

a slight ~e.

}
What bothers me is the thing in relation to the new administration

He.
of the new university. ~Y want a program that varies a little

bit in the use of space.~

Keller - If we are going to have approved preliminaries by July 1,

1961, I suppose that these preliminaries will not be sUbJe~to

change after that date unless we pay a fee for changes. If we do

not have plans by then we cannot open 1n September, '64.

puchanan - Under these conditions it becomes the job of the Board

of Control to find a man to fit the plan and I think we can.

Culpepper - I underscore what Mr. Buchanan has said. If we look

at FSU we must hire a president and let him go ahead with what he

has. He will have to adapt himself to the situation, as it is.

There may be adjustments down the line. The plans are fleXible

eno~h.$g. that if the program is modified in the next few years
the ~\l;'~ be modified to fit it without a gre~t expense to the

state.
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Chauncey - It places a great premium on flexibility. This is

something new and you may have to make adjustments. I think the

I I "word flexibility should be emblazoned on the wall.

Brumbaugh - Let us remember this from now on.

Carpenter - I would like to introduce a thought. I think we

ought to realize that we are planning a small part of a whole.

I am wondering about an architectual competition and trying to

find out what the whole will lqok like. Do we have time for this

kind of thing? I would like the reaction of the architects.

~.A.-Kelley - I would this immediately. Before this would have

any meaning as an architectual question the program would have

to be decided. Once this is done then a competition could be

held.

Buchanan - I Wish you would drop that word llexperlmental.1I I

don't think it is experimental because the things have been tried

somewhere and found okay.

Culpepper- I think your idea 1s sound} but I think we are not

the guinea pig idea. If we talk about the tlZtiii'it
ready to do it for several good reasons. We are trying to

u· T

avoid

it will scare some of them out of doing the

must provide for needs and expansion in the

at the same time get this too.

the first step. We
'5other universltveand

over-all
front of

Carpenter - I was looking at it as a design game.

Culpepper - I think I have a counter suggestion. I think the-
architects might do some star gaZing and get some projection of

what it might be like.

Stetson - In order to have a competition the AlA has rules and

it would be next July before we could get the deaigns in.
-t.n \\ lUI eo

Brumbaugh - I would likeAthe architects comment on the
plan of land use and relate it to the diagram on the

these drawings. Are there any other questions?
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Folge! - In terms of the res1dent1al areas around herejwhere 1s 1t

l1kely for faculty to l1ve? •",m..d "opo?-

eo",nll~<141\e{:s
Culpepper - Presently we have an agreement with the county ~ommittea-

I ~',~16>""~
~~c1ty romm1t~that they w111 hold steady on zon1ng unt11 we can

develop these plans. We know ther¥should be leg1tlmate bus1ness

and good housing in the area. It is now developing on the west,

east, and south. I think we could have a conference with those

people and agree on some zon1ng. I bel1eve th1s 1s XM not a b1g

problem now, but we have to face it. On the east is a c~nal, on

the west 1s ~ railroad, and on

the other side a good housing development.

~~ area m1ght~\.l.ble-- ~o

7'--n1 J-., ~ "--< ~ 'I ~~.

On the south the

1r-11~~

Stetson - Could we get a map of Boca Raton so we could ~ point

out the relat10n between E~X the s1te and Boca Raton1

Brumbaugh - <hat control 1s there over the 300 ft. r1ght of way

by the ra1lroad track?

£ulpepper - The road dep~r~~ent has it and I can't conceive of a
sister
KXX¥ agency lett1ng anything happen to 1t.

Bru~b~ugh - There 1s no brewery?

~tet50n - Actuall~ yes.

Brumbaugh - I propose we adjourn.-
LUNCH

Brumbaugh - We will now return to the library and examine it in more

deta1l.

Fearney - We have prOVided reading

walls EO students ~nd books can be

you have ~ny remarks?

space among the stackas, glass
eorr\doc

seen from the ear f ;+. Ray do
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Carp. - You will see sever?l rivate carrells on ~he first~-floors.

Hayhew
there be

Will/storage space to store paintings nd other Horks of

art?

Fearney - No. only perhaps tempora:r:i I~ ,
Hayhew - With the constant display of such obJect~ it will be

necessary.

Carpenter - You also asked about space for a blnde~·.

Hayhew - Is there a likelihood that if this student projects

are~ gets into two functions it will be fouled up and be neither

fish nor fowl.

Stickler -\~apabout music and drama?

Fearney -~had thought about a theater in the roun~ but we can't

do it now.
0..

Hayhew - This institution is going to start withou-Areol

-fo<'.ll\ ~t ~inducement and feeling for the institution. We have

had to contrive places XKM for dramatic and musical programs, and

to centralizing

I think it is important for the llEsprit de corps" you will need.

Stickler - I think there will be advantages

these ,,/l~ than decentralizing them.

Brumbaugh - I conceive of tennis and perhaps other individual sports

as being intercollegllte, but no football. I might say that we could

arrange for students to take art works home with them temporarily.

Phillios

for it.

We have discussed this but we have not provided space

Hayhew - We will need a lot of space in which to keep these things

clean in order to circulate them.

Culpeppe~ - Some of them might be in the lecture hall area. I think

this 1s tremendously lmportan~ and I think we should run through
the offerings and be sure we do not leave anything out.
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Brumbaugh - Dr. Turck is beginning to work on this.- ..

Fearney - We have thought of drama in connection with TV, but not

music listening and practice.

Brumbaugh - We should say right now that this is something we

should take XK~ cognizance of. If we are going into the prepara

tion of teachers and the preparation of teachers of music, we will

have to have space for music 1n this program.

~yhe~ - One of these halls holds 400. Could it be enlarged for a

dramatic or musical presentation? Could we take off part of another

building and do this? (700 or 800 capacity)

Fearney - We~ould have to eliminate a whole building.
m "\-~c. r, '0n'....."\

floor~ have faculty offices.

On the 4th

Chauncey - I think there is a lack of privacy.

Buchanan - Is the 4th~loor of the library in the back of the

campus.

Mayhew - During the first few years there will be necessary contacts
\ (,. L

betweenApreSldent, registrar, and other administrative officers.

In setting up the university this will be necessary.

Carpenter - This mixes the administratiun with the faculty and this

is good.

Brumbaugh - I think it will be good not to have a large flow of

students through these offices.

CUlpepper - A lot of the development will take place before they

get into the bUildings, and they can yell back and forth in their
\\ea.a.

temporary~quarters.

~~~e~--~ . - A very difficult building to get from the legislature

is an administration building. Maybe it would be good to build

it now and use it for other things temporarily.
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I think Lew is talking about the'~-JD·~~pproach.
. "l' ".... .J{Iv>"

Culpepper - Of course, proximity does not necessarily mean le~-~l-'

]3rllmballgh - let us go on to the detail on the o:ff'ice arrangement.

Mayhew - .~t has been the experience with this free-flowing suite

arrangement?

Fearr.e~r - I will calIon Ray.

Carpenter - We have Just bUilt something l:ke this. The dean

likes it. ~ ve not had the reaction of the facul.y yet.

Bru baugh - .hat are the arguments for this kind of space?-Fearney - You can work with people out in th ou~er office and

B1id/ing glass partleions can close off th areas.

Mayhew - There is the proble of always having people around and

calling them \'!herever you go.

Brumbaugh -
=

at are the ~~1~~\t;;
Fearney - These doors ~re wooden doore.

Brumbaugh - We can't calIon our faculty. What do you propose
•

we do?

Mayhew - Write to a place where we have a similar arrangment and

see wh~t their experience has been.

Buchanan - What about the expense of this thing? This is
Itemporary space. Is~t this too expensive?

<Kelly - Steel walls are more expensive.
- The.
Stetson - General Services A) \ ~\'(.. has done <:l lot of research

: this, ~nd I thl,nk we I<ould dO.lj;ell to tur~hem for ,,10_ d ViC.e,
'IU"V- "-'-"- bu:4 d. It·fui'l W ~ll 'S 'tt\<C! n tU\.. be.~ v ~ d .
P hlll~ ~ T ese offices will not be used the same way ~ by

faculty as by administrative people.

Fearney - Ray, When will you h~ve had your faculty reaction to th~s?

Carpente~ - I~ July.
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Kelley - We could~ defer the inner arrangement of these offices

and perhapfs do them on separate contracts.

Arch, - If you do not do it this way you will miss a golden

opportunity to test it for use ~t a later date.

Brumbaugh - We might find out the experience of GSA along this

line. Let us go on Ted.

Fearney - page 9. The learning resources center.

Henderson - I think you have program decisions to make here. If
'It

you are going to require foreign language for a degre7Amakes a

difference.

Mayhew - It is

teaching basic

my impression that lan~uage machln~s are more for
(),,~u..<Ie.wt ~\'l:? ,...'" "'-"-\"- e d

things and when ke L" .. g-+tsTl "'8 the 3rd year do we

need to devote this much space to a foreign language laboratory?

Most of the work in the upper levels will be 1n literature

CUlpepper - Presently they are teaching Spanish from grade

might be a bilingual institution eventually. The question

won 1 t it?
"VI l'\crf"d.....

1(( ~iS

is do

we want to add another language? This has a bearing on this space

and XXXIX its use.

Brumbaug~ - The original plan provides for a language as one of

the requirements in the program.

Culpepper - Much could be made of the idea that this is an institu-

tion where two languages are acceptable.

Stickler - I think t~is is optimistic.

Culpepper - What will happen in 12 years time?

Ma~hew - I think this is too much space in view of the fact that

X~ it is not an institution of 4 years.

Phillips - I agree With Lew on this. This space can be used for

a ....... 1M ctlt; tude.. of things.

Fearney - We are putting a lot of money into these rooms. It 1s

much more expensive than some other types of space.
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Phillips_- You could leave out some of the equipment and still

keep this kind of space.

Brumbaugh - Are we at the point where we think this demands a

~ restudy insofar as langaage laboratories are concerned?

Fearney -Why donlt we come back to it 1n the morning.

Buchanan - I want to ask these architects how important they

think Spanish is.

U Arc - I will say I am taking Spanish myself.

Buxchanan - I am too.

Henderson - I think this requires information we do not have, but

I do not think this will be wasted space if we do not use it for

this.

Chauncey - I think it is appealin~lever. I think we could have

partitions to divide it up further. I think we should restudy it

though before we decide on it.

Henderson - I agree we should give it more study.

Mayhew - I would like to reiterate an idea. I do not have a

question about the space, but I do have about how the space will

be used and some of the other space. I think we should study how

juniors and seniors will differ from the lower level classes.

~ - I can see where there is need for further study and
~

perhaps a task force~work at it.

Henderso~ - We have been lingUistic snobs 1n this country, and I

think we will come to the point wheee we will have to begin the

study of other languages. I think we are talking about more than

just the people on this campus.

Stickler - We should remember that some of these languages will

not be offered in the junior colleges.

Carpenter - Some of the equipment we need here has not been
designed yet. I would like to see GE develop some of this
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Carpenter -
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equipment. X We might get them to go into this.

Chauncey: Hughes Aircraft is working on some of this right now.

If we do not have the information we need, 'd'~ l:w (U.L.~~
f

fl'l\ .:;.I

Fearney - on page 10 we have programmed mahlfiees laboratories.

Chauncey - I do not see a place where a student can look at a

film alone. Perhaps he has missed it or he may be the only one

interested in it.

Fearney - page 11 - TV studio building. TV production building.

Perhaps you would like to tear this apart Ken.

~Yhew - Does this $8,500,000 include equi~ng this?
~

Kell - This is a place where we are thin.

Phillips - Has a committee wor n this?

Brumbaugh - on this or the total plan?
=

Phillips - I mean the whmle institution.

Fearney - X ~ used a high enough figure to include the equipment.

Philli s - I would say that you are much toothin then.

Fearney - We have assigned a figure of $25 per sq. ft. This is

designed to include equipment. If theee~~y of these facilities

anyone thin~ we do not neeq we will be glad to eliminate them.

Brumbaugh - On the other hand if you think of anything we have not

included, please say so.

Brumbaugh - May I ask to what extent-
Co ~d~specialists have been Gone1de

on the costs of these things.

Christiansen - I think there are some things which need to be said)

but I do not know if I should take up the time of the group

discussing it.

Fearney - I ~ do think we should discuss

of studios is correct.

"" 1\0t
whetherAthe number
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Christiansen - What 1s the size of A?

Fearney - 20 x 40.

Christiansen - Too small. What about Band C?

Fearney - About 14 ft. square.

Christiansen - I think there are things we should XXXXXXXX discuss

outside the group.

Henderson - I think we will have to~ lablWd.t\ e'[."", Fr'lI.eAA,f a:dJ~C':;~.
Brumbaugh - Are we in a position to answer whether the number and l -
size of these studios is adequate? I May I suggest that Dr,.

Christiansen and Carpenter and anyone else versed in this kind of

thing discuss this with the architects and report to us tomorrow.

~

Fearne~ - We come to the student projectl building. ~ My idea

was it would be used by students and faculty largely who want to

make things for TV and for learning. I do think we need further

discussion from the group.

Henderson - Do you see these as fine arts areas? For ceramics, etc.

CuI e per - It seems this area could be an area where all kinds of

things could get in the way of other things. It should be studied

+:<A.Z2~
think this maybe because of my~~8~ thinking.

You have idea\'tf{ed two distinct functions. ONe for

I """-e .f~
pre~aratlon of TV materials and the preparation of ceramics, etc.,
lIlo-t tD be. \.L~ed ~"TV,

Phillips - I think it shotitl be de~ded whether it is an ar~a wnere
u#."Ke. h"cLUAd';.lA.b c1X"~ ..l,",-~-r

student projects are assigned orAmaking things. If the latter I

think we should have individual space for working.

~tic~ - We might do better to think about a finEbarts building.
IV>

rather than scatter them around ~te a variety of places. Is it
appropriate to think of the creative arts in this building? My
answer is uno II •
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Fearney - Let's say it is the only place we can put it.

Phillips - We odginally thought of it as a place where individual

student projects could be carried on.

Chauncey - There are- of these rooms. one could be for ceramics,

one for painting, one for woodworking, etc. Maybe there should

be a specialist in each of these areas to bat these things back

and forth with the architects. They could have continuous contact

with the architects.

CUlpepper - I think back of these people should be a group of

people who agree on it.

Brumbaugh - This is what we have attempted in the task forces.

We did this in the library field and in the field of personnel

probably right in this.
p~e-

decide about what _t Y"->\''''," k...6

services. I think you are

Fearney - I think we should

should be.

Phillips - It appears to me that ?~~lbl l
until we know what the program is going to be.

Campbell -'That wA~t ~se much delay.

not ,L (
we should/de sign 1/\Te.tl1"-17

,
Carpenter - Suppose we try the term~nology labora~-studio building.
LIl..
X ~ill have the space open and KIX large in the beginning.

Mayhew - You could think of this as primarily a studio for-creative arts.
future

tetson - What is the plan for/tfte disposition of the hang~ building?

Kelley - The one I am familiar with is only a steel frame.--Stetson --
Fearney -

IX ~t is similar to what they are using in Hollywood,

/
I~

It in the wrong place, and it 1s only a skeleton.

Wrig~t - (Explained arial view of Boc~ Raton)

Brumbaugh - Do you think we should discuss this in small groups

tonight and bring it up XXIXX again in the morning? (student
projects building.)
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Fearney - I think we can bring it up first thing in the morning.

Kelley - Budget-wise I would like to defer it for two years and

give you some more or the space you need.

Brumbaugh - See what you can come up with tomorrow.

Phillips - I think we need some direction as to whether 1;hi;t.; will

that most of the projects will be assigned

be the kind of building we discussed originially or if it is to

be a creative arts building.

Henderson - Can it be temporarily designed this way? Maybe it

will be a hodge~odge for the first few years.

Phillips - I would like to see the hodge-podge diVided into floors.

Brumbaugh - You want to separate hodge and podge?
I>"":'rChauncey - I do think it is import to list the kinds of projects

students would undertake.

Stickler - I am wondering if we actually need this building. These

functions may go with other buildings. I don't know if we are

thinking about science projects. These are particularized.

~rumbaugh - Let us take the area of ceeat1ve arts. In that

division we have art, mUSiC, drama, and the dance as the 4 major

activities. Suppose we included art as one of the creative arts.

What are we gdhg to do with art( We can deal With history, theory;

we can use slides. We are going to have to provide some space for

the students to engage in the practice of the creative arts.

Phillips_ - I

by specific departments.

StiCkler - I wonder if we really need it.

Ma~he~ - Do you think it is proper for the university to provide

a place for students to paint, sculp~~ engage in the danc~ etc.

Stickler - I would say "yes. 1I
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~umbaugtL- Then you think we should redesign the space and

perhaps put it somewhere else. I think we have to define our

program

need or

1n the creative arts and s~e if
\t

should ot be redefined and put

this space is what we

somewhere else?

Cam bell - It would seem that if the architects must hold something

until the last this would be the thing th would hold until the

last.~ This is not very satisfacatory to the architects

I am sure. The final delineation should be the last thing we do

in this $8,500,000.

Philli s - I would XY»Xi vote for something to give expression to

the creative arts. I think we should also provide for the physical

and natural sciences as well.

Brumbaugh - In the1f.rreas we are talking about independent stUdy.

In this area we are talking about something else.

Fearney - Shall we go to page 13.

Stickler - What about a supply room? Why not put your laboratories

on the bottom floor and the classrooms on the upper floors.

Fearney - This 1s because of the traffic. There will be an elevator.,
Brumbaugh - can you mount your deltcate equipment on the second

'110
floor so there will beAvibratiOn?

Mayhew - How do you YIXKXIXX* visualize this curriculum development?

Can some of these groups be lectured to in large sedions of say 80

and eliminate some of these 40 capacity rooms.
Vie,

Fearney - I would sayAshould go to TV.

Folger - Do you have a breakdown of the total number of classrooms?

1
-=- 'Ie • I 1. . "} ~ ~ ., .,--;./....

~ Mayhew - Did you think about dividing some of these rooms into

faculty research laboratories? It will help to attract faculty.

Phillips - I think somewhere you must provide for storage of various

types. There 1s no storage space. I do not know how many science
disciplines will be taught hre. This will create a problem in your
laboratory space I

. am not sure you should design a typical lah.
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Fearney - As I remember there are 4 science disciplines.
----~-
Phillips - This was suggested by Dr. Ivey but his planhas undergone

several revisions.

Fearney - Demonstrations can be done on TV.

Brumbaugh - Do we have special research laboratories for faculty?

Fearney - We can use some of this seminar space for th~t.
_ 1. ,
Phillips - I do not think you have enough space. ~reqUireS

13 courses, and I would like to see some general education courses.

Brumbaugh - We will heae more about this ~ tomorrow.--
Campbell - We have 8 laboratories here. Whether you are in physieal

chemistry, biological science you can't do the thing~ou need to

do in the space you have here. I am troubled about the amount of

space we have here. I think it is not realistic. I should prefer

to take 3 floors for it. I think we have limited the ~ sciences

far too much. You could use this entire building for sciences and

not have too much.

~rumbaugh - I think this is very helpful discussio~Ted. I think

we should study what effect using the whole building would have on

the student stations in other classrooms.

Fearney - page l400als with special lecture rooms. We want to know

if we need these at al~ or if we do, are they the right size?

Chauncey - Would it be ~ better to move the storage space on the-
ground floor to the other side of the corridor?

before
he ,

education will have~comPletedgeneralStickl~ - Much of the

the student gets~re.

BrumbaugQ - You will ~ve the total volume of these students taking-
these courses.

STickler - When do you use TV and when do you lecture?
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carpenter - Use both.

Folger - What would be the disadvantages of making this a little-
larger and letting it be a small theater?

Fearne~ - The cost of the theater goes way up.

Folger - I am thinking of something for the first 3 or 4 years.

It would take care of one phase of the fin4arts.

Stetson - (Remarks on a theater in palm Beach with rooms on the

stage)

Phillips - If we. S"-~ eLJ~~ /"-""- br d~~ '\>"1 [11: ~0::'
{{A:i~ (? 0,10, If- Vlot) -tkl!.AA- ~tl--\ ~o ~ e- •

MaPhew - I think there will be 3 or 4 sections which could be
Ilectured to in groups of this sizeand not on TV. I think we

need'a place where we can get 750 people under one roof at a time.

Fearney - Then you would have to eliminate some of these lecture

rooms.

Phillips - I have Just visited a large universit~ where 400 is a
ot- 1<;0

magic number. They are eliminating ~groupsAandmaking them 400.

Brumbaugh - I think we have to consider space utilization here.

If we have an auditorium for 75~how much of the time would it be

used! You could put all you could in the lecture hall and provide

for the overflow with TV.
~c.ed \

Mayhew - I am KBS~·ORV. lc~that some space should be used sporadically

like bathrooms, Recently we had a violin~st and had to let some
students watch on closed TV. The art.st,~go to th~ecture

'-dlll-'
halls during intermission and appear briefly.

Henderson - We have not discussed how we are going to offer these

classes. We do not know how we will use TV, how much we will

lecture.
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,
I
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Brumbaugh - I think we have in the offing some kind of auditorium.
't

Maybe for a year or two we~ have the kind of space we need

for large groups.

~t - I think you are IIKK right. Jumping from 400 to 750

with 4000 students will not help much.
~

I think you need~intermediate size one. I base it on

Opperman Hall. It will hold 600. I think it is a

little small, but it gets used.

Brumbau - What time shall we reconvene? M 9 o'clock.
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